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Abstract.
New proofs of the well-known theorems of Sarkovskii and Stefan on cycles of a continuous real mapping are given.
Let us fix a real interval / and a continuous function /:/-►/.
For any n G N we denote by f" the «-th iterate of /. A point x G I is said to be a periodic point of / if x is a fixed point of f" for some n G N. If x is periodic, the smallest n G N with f"(x) = x is called the period of x. Throughout this paper, Per(/, n) will stand for the set of all periodic points of f of the period n .
Let us consider the following ordering of the set N :
H 5 H 7 H • • ■ H 2-H 2-5 H 2-7 H • • • -I 2"-H 2"-5 -I • ■ • H 2" H • ■ ■ H 22 H 2 H 1 .
The aim of this paper is to give new proofs of the following two theorems.
Theorem A (A. N. Sarkovskii). Let n G N. IfPer(f,n) ^ 0 then Per(f,m) 0 for any m G N such that n -\ m.
Theorem B (P. Stefan). Let n > 3 be odd. Assume that Per(/,m) = 0 for any m-\n . If x0G Per(f,n) then there exists a point x G {x0, ... , f"~ (x0)} such that x < f-2(x) < < f(x) < f2(x) < < f-\x)
Theorem A is a well-known result proved originally by A. N. Sarkovskii [5] . Another proof of Theorem A was given by P. Stefan in [6] who filled some gaps in Sarkovskii's argument. Making use of some parts of his proof (cf. [6, Lemmas (20) and (21)]) Stefan proved Theorem B, which shows how / acts on its minimal orbits of odd period. Chung-Wu Ho and Ch. Morris [4] also proved Theorems A and B by following some ideas of P. D. Straffin Jr. concerning directed graphs (cf. [7] ). Another proof of Theorem A using the work of Straffin and digraphs was given by U. Burkart [3] . A sketch of a proof of Theorem of Sarkovskii may be found also in the paper [2] . Some comments concerning the history of the Sarkovskii's result as well as the Burkart's proof have been presented with details by Gy. Targonski in his monograph [8, Ch. 8, §2 ].
Up to now the greatest difficulty in proving Theorem A has been to prove it in the particular case where n is odd (Lemma 8 below). Usually it takes the largest parts of the proofs (cf. for example [5, Theorem 4 and Lemmas 5 and 6] or [6, (15) , (16), (18) and Section D]). We proceed in a different, more natural way starting with a direct proof of Theorem B. Then we can simply prove Lemma 8 making use of the following three facts: Theorem B, Lemma 6 (which is actually a result of L. Block [1] ), and a simple Lemma 7. Consequently we obtain another proof of Theorem B and a new, rather short and clear proof of the Theorem of Sarkovskii. Lemmas 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, and 10 are standard and may be found for example in [6] . Nevertheless we prove them (Lemma 3 in a shorter way) for the convenience of the reader. Also Lemma 6 is presented with a short argument. Proof of Theorem B. If n = 3, the statement is evident. Thus we can assume that n > 5 . Let C = {xQ, ... , /"~ ' (x0)} . Since n is odd, there exists a point y g C such that y < f(y) < f2(y) or y>f(y)>f2(y).
Assume for example the first of the above conditions. Put x = min{yeC: y <J(y) < f(y)} and y = f~l(x). Clearly x < f(x) < f2(x) and x < y. We show that f2(x) < y. Suppose on the contrary that y g (x,f(x)) U (f(x),f2(x)).
Consider the case y G (x,f(x)). Then f(y) = x<y< fix),
whence Per(/, 1) n (x ,y) ^ 0. Let a be its maximal point. Since f2ia) = a<y<fix) = f2iy)
there exists a z, G ia,y) such that / (z.) = y . Thus
/(z,)=x<z, and y < f (x) = / (y) which (cf. the assumption of the theorem, Lemma l(i), and the definition of a ) is impossible. Now suppose that y G (f(x),f (x)). Put a = supPer(/, 1) n (f{x),y).
there is a zxg (f(x), a) such that /(z, ) = y. Due to the inequalities f(y) = x<zx<a = fia)
we can find a z2G (a,y) for which f(z2) = z, . Therefore we have f\z2) = x < z2 and y < f2(x) = f\y)
which again leads to a contradiction. We now have that f (x) < y . Let us observe that, by the inequalities
Lemma 1 (i) and the assumption of the theorem, Per(/, l)n(/(x),/ (x))^0. Put a,=infPer(/,l)n(/(x),/2(x)) and a2 = supPer(/,l)n(/(x),/2(x)).
Now, we will show, that the following condition is fulfilled for any k G {l,...,(n-l)/2}
For fix a k G {1, ... ,(n -l)/2} and suppose on the contrary that (1) does not hold. Clearly we may assume that k > 2. At first let a be a point of Per(/, 1) n (f2k~\x) ,f(x)). From the inequality f2k~2(f(x)) = f2k~\x) <a<ax= f2k~2(ax)
we deduce, that f2 ~2(z{) = a fora zle(f(x)9al). Hence f(x)<f2k(x) = f2k-\f(x)) and f2k-\zx) = f(f2k-2(zx)) = a<zx, which contradicts our assumptions. Now suppose that Per(/, l)n(/ '(x),/ i+ (x)) / 0 for an / G {1, ... , k -1} . Fix an element a of this set. Since
there exists a z, e (a2,/2(x)) such that f2'(zx) = a which, in view of the inequalities fn~2(f2(x)) = x<f2(x) and z1<a = r-2'-2(iz) = /',-2(z1), contradicts our assumptions and finishes the proof of (1).
To complete the proof of Theorem B it is enough to show inductively that, for any k G {1,... ,(n -l)/2}
(2) x < /2*~'(x) < < fix) < f2(x) < < f2k(x) < f-\x)=y. and assume (2) . At first we shall show that / + (x) G (x,f -1(x)). Suppose that /2*+l(x) > f2k(x). Then for an a 6 Per(/, 1) n (f2k(x) ,y), fn-\a2) = a2<a<y = f-\f2(x))
whence there exists a z, G (a2 ,f (x)) such that f"~3(zx) = a . Therefore /-2(/2(x)) = x < /2(x) and zx<a = f(a) = f(f-\zx)) = fn-2(zx) which leads to a contradiction and proves that / + (x) < / (x). Now suppose that / + (x) G (ax ,f (x)). From the inequalities f2k'\ax) = ax< f2k+\x) < f2k(x) = f2k~\f(x))
we deduce that there exists a z, G (f(x),ax) such that / (z,) = / + (x). which is impossible. Hence f2 +2(x) > /(x). Now we shall prove that
Indeed, suppose that this is not the case and put a = minPer(/, l)n(/ +1(x), /2A'"'(x)). Since fia) = a< f2k'\x) < fix) <a2< f2kix) = /(/2*"'(x)), there exist a z, e ia,f2k~\x)) and z2,zyG if2k+\x),a) such that /(z,) = a2 > /(z2) = zi ' /(z3) ~ Z2*"'^) • Then f\z2) = f2(zx) = a2 > z2, f\z,) = f2if2k-\x)) = f2k+\x) < z3, contrary to the definition of a. This completes the proof of (3). Suppose that h) f2k+2ix) G ifix),a2). Then, since fif2k+\x))<a2<fifix)),
we can find a z, e (/ +l(x),/(x)) with /(z,) = a2. Furthermore, by the inequalities fif\x)) = fix) < fix) < f2k+2ix) <a2 = fia2), there exist a z2 e (a2, /2(x)) and a z3 e (/(x), ax ) such that /(z2) = / + (x) and /(z3) = z2. Thus zx<a2=r2k-\a2)=f-2k-\fizo)=r2kizx) Then, for any A: e N, Per(/ ,2k) ¿0.
Proof. Assume the first of the above cases. Take x_x = /(x0). Since
there is an x( G (a,/(x0)) such that /(x,) = x0 . By the inequalities fia) = a < x, < /(x0)
we can find an x2 G (x0,a) with /(x2) = x, . Continuing this procedure inductively we obtain a sequence (xn : n G N) with the properties *2"-2<*2"<a<*2"-l <*2"-3 and f(X") = X"-l, «eN. In view of Theorem B we may assume for example that f~l(y0) <-"<y0< fiy0) < < f~2{y0)
